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Summary 
The objective of this research is to define the critical success factors that enable a company to 
successfully implement an Identity & Access management (IAM) solution to leverage cloud 
services. Understanding these critical success factors will allow companies to more effectively 
become the integrator of IT services and seamlessly leverage in-house, cloud applications. 
IAM refers to the processes, technologies and policies for managing digital identities and 
controlling how identities can be used to access resources  
 
The following relevant questions have been used to support answering the main research 
question. 
- How is IAM defined and implemented in large organizations that use cloud services?   
- What are the drivers, from a business point-of-view, for implementing IAM, both at the 
tactical and strategic level? 
- What factors relating to IAM maturity and cloud readiness contribute to a successful IAM 
implementation? 
- What factors relating to project management maturity contribute to a successful IAM 
implementation? 
- Are there any other factors besides those related to IAM maturity, cloud readiness and 
project management maturity that contribute to a successful IAM implementation? 
 
To achieve the goal of this research and answer the central question a model has been defined 
and used. The first step taken was a literature study in the domains of IAM, cloud and project 
management to derive a set of success factors in order to create a reference model.  
 
The reference model derived aims to hold all relevant key success factors needed to successfully 
implement a cloud based IAM solution within large companies. Based on the literature the 
reference model (cloud IAM Model) is created, the success factors have been placed into 4 
areas: Governance, Project management, Identity Management and Access Management.  
The cloud IAM model was empirically tested via interviews and included an analysis of the 
model by a group of 4 domain experts.  
 
Based on the literature study and the empirical research, the following answers to the research 
questions have been derived. 
 
How is IAM defined and implemented in large organizations which use cloud services?   
The most used and referenced definition is the model Gartner presented in the paper ‘Identity 
and Access Management Defined’ (Witty, Allan, Enck & Wagner, 2003).  
Identity & Access management in the cloud domain can be divided into 3 types of 
implementations: 
- IAM for SaaS: that allows users to access and manage cloud-based business applications. 
- IAM as SaaS: that moves IAM Solutions into the cloud. 
- IAM to SaaS: that integrates on-premises IAM solutions with SaaS business applications 
Based on the empirical research it can be concluded that IAM for and to SaaS types are 
predominantly implemented in large organizations mostly to provide seamless access and 
control of SaaS and cloud based solutions.  
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What are the drivers, from a business point-of-view, for implementing IAM, both at the 
tactical and strategic level? 
Strategic and tactical drivers for implementing IAM are: increased productivity, enhanced 
security and reduced support costs. 
The empirical research showed that the drivers, from a business point-of-view, for 
implementing IAM are mostly related to the Single Sign On functionality. This is a tactical driver 
rather than a strategic driver.  
Therefore it can be concluded that in the empery the drivers to implement cloud based IAM 
solutions are more tactically focused rather than strategically focused.   
 
What factors related to IAM & cloud maturity contribute to a successful IAM implementation? 
The success factors related to IAM & cloud maturity are derived from the literature and 
validated in the empirical research focus on (1) developing an identity management system; (2) 
creating a standard set of attributes for each person; and (3) enabling external access through a 
federation. Examples of the success factors that contribute to a successful IAM implementation 
are: Centralize directory infrastructure ownership; Use a user ID naming convention or a linking 
attribute (global UID, etc.) Use Data Management principles for data attributes; Implement 
Authoritative source-based provisioning (HR, contractor database); Have a provisioning, de- 
provisioning and transfer process for accounts; Ensure Desktop SSO covers at least 50% of 
business critical desktop applications; Implement Self-service password reset functionality 
 
What factors related to project management maturity contribute to a successful IAM 
implementation? 
The success factors related to project management maturity are derived from the literature and 
validated in the empirical research focus on (1) the importance of treating Identity and Access 
Management as a strategic asset; (2) the importance to success of a solid governance.  Examples 
of the success factors that contribute to a successful IAM implementation are: Central 
ownership of Identity & Access Management processes; Identity & Access Management integral 
part of IT Strategy; Involve key technology partners in program and technology roadmap 
planning and Use of an official program and project management methodology (e.g. PRINCE2, 
PMBOK);  
 
Are there other factors besides those related to IAM maturity, project management maturity 
and cloud readiness that contribute to a successful IAM implementation? 
Other factors that have been identified during the empirical research that contribute to a 
successful cloud based Identity & Access Management solution evolve in the areas of privacy 
and security.  
 
Conclusion 
Based on the literature the Cloud IAM model is developed and tested via the empirical research. 
The Cloud IAM model is found to be correct and can be used by organizations to determine 
which success factors are relevant during the implementation of a cloud based Identity & Access 
Management solution. 
The model is not complete; further research is required to extend the model into the security 
and privacy domains. Also it is recommended to validate the model in both a larger group and 
variety of organizations. This would further improve the model and make it more relevant 
scientifically and in practice. 
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1 Introduction 
The objective of this research is to define the critical success factors for implementing an 
Identity & Access management (IAM) solution leveraging cloud services. This research has 
been conducted as graduation project for the Master of Science in Business Process 
Management and IT (BPMIT) via the Open Universiteit and the Fontys University of Applied 
Sciences. 
 
Identity & Access management refers to the processes, technologies and policies for managing 
digital identities and controlling how identities can be used to access resources.  This definition 
originates from the Burton Group and summarized the domain. In other researches likewise 
definitions are used. (Gaedke, Meinecke, & Nussbaumer, 2005),(Goth, 2005),(Linden, 2009), 
(Koelewijn, 2009) 
 
The increasing integration of systems, linking corporate networks and the provisioning of 
business applications are key drivers for IT organizations to  move from providing IT services 
locally to becoming an integrator of IT services. Some services are provided locally and others 
outside the institution. Identity & Access management services play a key role in making this 
possible.  
 
A February 2008 report from Forrester titled "Identity Management Market Forecast: 2007 To 
2014" (Cser & Penn, 2008) predicts that the identity management market will grow from 
nearly $2.6 billion in 2006 to more than $12.3 billion in 2014 (the figure includes revenues 
from both software products and implementation services). The escalating growth  of cloud 
services, in the enterprise has also opened the door for Identity & access management as 
(cloud) service.  
 
Identity & Access management in the cloud domain can be divided into 3 types of 
implementations. 
• IAM for SaaS that allows users to access and manage cloud-based business applications. 
• IAM as SaaS that moves the IAM solutions into the cloud. 
• IAM to SaaS that integrates on-premises IAM solutions with cloud based business 
applications 
 
IAM for SaaS allows users to access and manage cloud-based business applications.  
Managed security services providers (MSSPs) in this space offer a hosted portal that displays 
the SaaS applications a given user can access. Once the user logs into the portal, she/he can 
access all the SaaS applications without having to remember a password. You can think of 
these services as Web single sign-on for the cloud.  
 
IAM as SaaS moves provisioning into the cloud.  
IAM as SaaS lets your company move user account provisioning, access recertification, and 
enterprise role management functions into an IAM application that the MSSP hosts. The 
provisioning application connects to your directory infrastructure and allows employees' 
managers and application owners to submit access requests, approve them, and make changes 
to user accounts in corporate user stores based on approvals.  
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IAM to SaaS integrates on-premises IAM solutions with SaaS business applications.  
IAM to SaaS is an offering by the vendor of an IAM product or MSSP that allows a company to 
connect its existing, on-premises IAM solution to the service provider that hosts your SaaS 
business applications. This extends your company's single sign-on, user account provisioning, 
access recertification, and role management functions to SaaS business applications. 
 
Current insights reflect that IAM is 20% technology and 80% processes and IT governance 
(Koelewijn, 2009). In IT governance literature and frameworks IAM is mostly only a small topic. 
This combined with the fact that Identity & Access Management specific literature is often only 
about technology (Cser & Penn, 2008), a large number of companies have deployed Identity & 
Access Management solutions from a tactical perspective, isolated technology initiatives to 
solve technical issues or deal with compliance requirements, rather than from a strategic point 
of view, which is business-driven and outcome-based. (Vanamali, 2004) 
This has resulted in: 
 fragmented solutions   
 failure to leverage existing investments and infrastructure   
 failure to leverage new technologies, services or architectures such as Cloud and Grid 
 Increasingly difficult funding for further initiatives.  
 
This research therefore aimed to find which critical success factors enable a company to 
successfully implement a cloud based Identity & Access management solution. 
Understanding these critical success factors will allow companies to more effectively become 
the integrator of IT services and seamlessly leverage in-house and cloud applications. 
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2 Research setup 
2.1 Research model 
 
To achieve the goal of this research and answer the central question a model has been defined 
as shown in figure 1. The first step taken as part of the research was a literature study in the 
domains of Identity & Access Management maturity, cloud readiness and Project Management 
maturity to derive a set of success factors in order to create a reference model (cloud IAM 
Model).  
 
The reference model aims to incorporate all key success factors relevant to successfully 
implement a cloud based Identity & Access Management solution in large companies. The 
reference model has been empirically tested via interviews and an analysis of the model by a 
group of 4 cross domain experts. The literature study and empirical research has led to key 
findings, conclusions and recommendations that answer the central question of this research 






















Figure 1: Research model 
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2.2 Research objective 
The objective of this research is aimed to define a model that (1) holds the critical success 
factors that enable a company to successfully implement an Identity & Access management 
(IAM) solution to leverage cloud services (2) taking into account the companies’ maturity in 
the domains of technology and project organization. 
 
From this the main research question has been derived:  
 
What are the success factors, from a business point-of-view, for implementing a cloud 
Identity & Access management solution in large companies?  
 
2.2.1  Relevant questions 
The following relevant questions have been used to support answering the main research 
question. 
1. How is IAM defined and implemented in large organizations that use cloud services?   
2. What are the drivers, from a business point-of-view, for implementing IAM, both at the 
tactical and strategic level? 
3. What factors relating to IAM maturity and cloud readiness contribute to a successful IAM 
implementation? 
4. What factors relating to project management maturity contribute to a successful IAM 
implementation? 
5. Are there any other factors besides those related to IAM maturity, cloud readiness and 
project management maturity that contribute to a successful IAM implementation? 
 
2.3 Reading guide 
The literature study is explained in paragraph 2.4; the results of the literature study and the 
introduction of the cloud IAM model are captured in chapter 3. The approach and setup of the 
empirical research is explained in paragraph 2.5, the results are captured in chapter 4. Chapter 
5 contains the overall conclusions to the main research questions and the recommendations. 
Chapter 6 provides a reflection on this research from a process and product perspective. 
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2.4 Literature study 
The goal for the literature study was ‘To setup a list of activities that can be seen as success 
factors for implementing an Identity & access management solution based on scientific 
literature’. 
 
The literature study had as a second goal to define the term ‘Identity and access management’ 
in the context relevant to this research.  Both goals are reflected in the relevant questions 
listed below 
2.4.1 Relevant questions 
1. What definitions for Identity and Access management are commonly used? 
2. What activities must be executed in an Identity & access management implementation or 
project? 
- Which frameworks exist for Identity & access management? What clustering or 
phasing exists for an Identity & access management implementation?  
- What activities are mentioned as part of an Identity & access management 
implementation? Can these activities be categorized as tactically or strategically 
focused? 
3. What business drivers and their performance indicators are relevant to an Identity & 
Access management implementation? 
- Is it possible to derive a set of performance indicators from the related 
frameworks? 
- What  generic frameworks exist for setting up performance indicators for IAM 
processes? 
4. What activities and performance measures are used in comparable implementations or 
projects? 
- What can be seen as comparable implementations? 
- What activities are executed in these implementations? 
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2.4.2 Strategy & sources 
The following sources of information were used via the Open University’s digital library access 
and search facilities. 
 Gartner 
 Forrester 
 Burton Group 
 Elsevier Science direct 
 Blackwell Synergy 
 SpringerLink 
 Wiley Interscience 
 Emerald Insight 
 Google Scholar 
 
2.4.3 Language and time frame 
The language of documentation searched focused on English. Dutch was occasionally used 
during the search. The timeframe for relevance was set to 10 years. These choices were made 
to limit the quantity of literature found and to ensure the research used literature that was still 
relevant. 
2.4.4 Criteria for determination of relevance 
The criteria for determining if sources would be relevant to this research were  
 Level of expertise. 
 Coverage of subjects.  
 Acceptance in the professional domain. 
The level of expertise required is high, only expert papers or academic studies in the domain 
of Identity & Access management, cloud, business performance measurement and project 
management would be used to ensure relevance. Next to this a source would also be validated 
on the coverage of the subjects as it is important to be able to find valid answers to the central 
and relevant questions. A last criteria was the level of acceptance in the professional domain, 
assumed was that if a certain paper was quoted often the conclusions and information of that 
specific source was accepted and therefore relevant to this research. Non-accepted views or 
conclusions could lead to a non-accepted or non-realistic framework. 
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Relevance to  research questions
2.4.5 Search terminology  
The following terms have been used during the literature research. These terms were used 
singularly or in a combination of search strings. 
 
 Identity and access management 
 cloud computing 
 Framework 
 Implementation activities 
 Performance measurement 
 Project implementation 
 Business process design 
 Change management 
2.4.6 Use and relevance of results 
The literature that was found and used is documented using the APA 5th style for reference. 
Relevance of the literature is evaluated based on the criteria mentioned in paragraph 2.4.4 and 
presented in table 1 below. For each relevant source an abstract and short summary can be 
found in Appendix A. 
For each literature source it is mentioned how many times it is quoted in other scientific 
papers according to Google scholar, next to this is shown to which research question the 
literature is relevant by a green or yellow color. Green implies that the source is fully relevant; 






















Table 1: Literature relevance matrix 
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2.5 Empirical research 
The goal of the empirical research is to determine if the cloud IAM Model is correct and 
complete.  
 
The following questions provide insight in the organizations that were used in the empirical 
research and provide additional information that allows for improving the model and success 
factors. The questions were aimed at improving the model and to allow the placing of the 
model in a certain organizational context. 
 
1. How is Identity & Access management implemented in large organizations that use 
cloud services? And what type(s) of implementation (“for SaaS”, “to SaaS” or “as 
SaaS”) is used? 
2. What are the drivers, from a business point-of-view, for implementing IAM, both at 
tactical and strategic level? 
3. What factors related to IAM maturity & cloud readiness contribute to a successful IAM 
implementation? 
4. What factors related to project management maturity contribute to a successful IAM 
implementation? 
5. What factors related to governance contribute to a successful IAM implementation? 
6. Are there other factors besides those related to IAM maturity, project management 
maturity and cloud readiness, which contribute to a successful IAM implementation? 
 
Questions 3, 4 and 5 provided insight in the validity of the model, question 6 aimed to find 
additional success factors which could improve the reference model. Question 1 provided 
context information to allow further validation of the model in specific situations. 
2.5.1 Research questions operationalized  
 
To provide answers to the research questions and gather qualitative empirical evidence to 
support the cloud IAM implementation model interview questions were setup, which were 
used in semi structured interviews.  
The factors as described in the cloud IAM implementation model were leading and the 
interview questions have been built around these. For each of the factors the following 




To understand if the perspective from which the interviewee assesses the factors in the model 
and to find factors and recommendations to improve the model the following 3 questions 
were asked. 
 
For each Cloud IAM succesfactor 
IV2-1 Do you recognize this factor being important to success of a Cloud basedIdentity & Access management solution? 3,4,5
IV2-2 Did you leverage this factor within your company during the Identity & Access management implementation? 3,4,5
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The empirical research has been carried out using  qualitative research; the method used was 
semi-structured interviews. This strategy was chosen because data collection would be done 
via a series of interviews in which interviewees received a set of standard questions. To ensure 
that no information is withheld or changed that would influence the outcome, interviewees 
were offered to identify which information provided should be treated as confidential.  
 
Other types of empirical research that not have been used are experiment, action research, 
grounded theory, ethnographic and archive research.  
Per method below it is explained in short why these were not deemed as relevant methods to 
answer the research questions. 
 
Experiment: Not relevant as the research question(s) cannot be answered using a laboratory 
experiment 
Action research: Research is not aimed to change organization behavior for which this type is 
predominantly used 
Grounded theory: Normally used to predict behavior based on data collection & analysis, this 
is not the intent of this research 
Ethnographic: Normally used to research a group or social behaviors, this is not the intent of 
this research 
Archive research: This research is aimed at a present time problem therefore archive research 
is non-valid 
  
2.5.3 Processing results 
The interviews were all face to face meetings as these allowed for a more personal contact and 
provided a better context to questions opposed to an e-mail questionnaire. Face to face 
meetings were recorded using a mobile phone and this allowed for playback when processing 
the interview results. 
Video conferencing via Skype or Microsoft LiveMeeting have also been used to clarify 
interview results or answers after the face to face meetings. 
Additional 
IV3-1 Are there success factors that are according to you missing from the model? 6
IV3-2 Was the IAM implementation in your company perceived as successful by business and IT? general
IV3-3 Which learning's where made based on the current Identity & Access management implementation general
IV3-4 Can you provide me with corporate guidelines, policy documents and outcomes of internal project satisfaction surveys  general
 Context
IV1-1 In which sector does your company predominantly operate? general
IV1-2 How many people does your company employ? general
IV1-3 What is the size of the IT Organization? (# of employees, € project budget per annum) general
IV1-4 Which technology setup is implemented for Identity & Access Management (in house, outsourced, cloud)? 3
IV1-5 What where the drivers on strategical and tactical level in your organization to implement IAM? 2
IV1-6 Does your company leverage any (other) cloud services e.g. Microsoft 360? general
IV1-7 Which Identity & Access management capabilities are currently implemented in your company? 1
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The interviews were documented in interview reports. These interview reports were sent to 
the person interviewed for review and confirmation. The reports have been used as basis for 
answering the research questions and serve as basis for the conclusions of the end report. To 
provide insight if success factors from the model are recognized a matrix or overview has been 
created where the validity and response are captured. 
 
2.5.4 Validity & reliability 
This empirical research strategy provided a consistent way of gathering, processing and 
analyzing the information. Therefore the internal validity of the research is assessed to be high.  
External validity and reliability of this research is low, only a small group of people were 
requested to provide their opinion on the factors in the cloud IAM implementation model. As 
an opinion is subjective and depends highly on the interviewees’ background and moment of 
interview. To mitigate this and improve the validity of the research corporate guidelines, 
principles and policy documents were requested to underpin the answering and provide proof 
of relevance. Qualitative research is more difficult to repeat and is inherently less reliable. 
Reliability is a necessary ingredient for determining the overall validity of a research. Based on 
this the validity and reliability of the outcomes and conclusions this research in a scientific 
context are low. 
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- Claude Vandelle, Security Platform Manager, Philips International 
o Claude Vandelle is responsible for Identity & Access Management in Philips and 
provided insight in what he hands on has experienced as being success factors.  
- Hugh Campbell, Managing Consultant Digitial Transformation, Capgemini UK 
o Hugh Campbell has been involved in many projects in which a technology is 
brought to the business and provided specific insight in the Governance and 
Project area. 
- Jeroen Basten, Manager IT Risk, Deloitte UK 
o Jeroen Basten, has audited many technology implementations to determine if 
these brought value to the business as proposed and brought in general 
knowledge on success factors in technology implementations 
- Toby Wood Senior Consultant Digitial Transformation, Capgemini UK 
o Toby Wood has been involved in many projects in which a technology is brought to 
the business and provided specific insight in the Governance area. 
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3 Results literature study  
3.1 Relevant questions 
3.1.1 What definitions for Identity and Access management are commonly used? 
 
The most used and referenced definition is the Gartner model (Witty, Allan, Enck & Wagner, 
2003). 
It describes Identity and Access management as a set of capabilities in the domains of 
administration of identities, rights and real time enforcement of these rights.  
Enterprises need to ensure that users are properly identified and that these identities are 
validated to IT resources — this is authentication. They need to know that users can only 
access what their job function allows them to access within the enterprise — this is 
authorization. They need to have a consolidated, enterprise wide view and way to manage 
user access — this is administration. Finally, they need to ensure that the activities associated 
with user access (administration and real-time enforcement) are logged for day-to-day 
monitoring, regulatory and investigative purposes — this is audit.  
 
Figure 2 – Gartner model IAM 
 
A more simple definition from the Burton Group is also widely used: Identity & Access 
management refers to the processes, technologies and policies for managing digital identities 
and controlling how identities can be used to access resources. 
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3.1.2 What activities must be executed in an Identity & access management 
implementation? 
Which frameworks exist for Identity & access management? What clustering or phasing 
exists for an Identity & access management implementation?  
To answer this one can take various angles to look at this from a technology and capability 
perspective or from a governance and project perspective. When looking from a technology 
and capability perspective the Forrester Identity & Access Management maturity model (Cser, 
2011) provides a useful taxonomy of crucial elements in IAM. These same elements were also 
found in more or less importance in other literature (Cser & Penn, 2008), (Gaedke, Meinecke, 
& Nussbaumer, 2005),(Goth, 2005),(Linden, 2009),(Suess & Morooney, 2009),(Witty, Allan, 
Enck & Wagner, 2003).  
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What activities are mentioned to be part of an Identity & access management 
implementation? Can these activities be categorized to be tactically or strategically focused? 
The Forrester Identity & Access Management maturity model (Cser, 2011) provides a 
comprehensive maturity model that exists of three key domains: 1) governance and strategy; 
2) access management; and 3) identity management. The domains of access management and 
identity management are similar to the areas described in the model by HP in Identity 
Management, a Key E-business enabler (Casassa Mont, Bramhall, Gittler, Pato, & Rees, 2002) 
where the Forrester model is divided into 2 layers is the HP model divided into 3 layers, 1) 
infrastructure, 2) lifecycle and 3) added value. In both models the following capabilities are 
mentioned and their added value to a successful setup of IAM is described. 
 Single Sign On (Desktop & Web) 
 Entitlement, privilege and role management 
 Password management 
 Directory and provisioning services  
 
From a governance and project perspective various literature provided information on key 
actions or success factors, specific to IAM implementations the Forrester Identity & Access 
Management maturity model (Cser, 2011) and the HP - Identity Management, a Key E-business 
enabler paper (Casassa Mont, Bramhall, Gittler, Pato, & Rees, 2002)  provided more specific 
information on IAM implementations. When comparing these to more generic literature about 
business value, governance and project management (Sheedy, 2005), (Gresty, Dimitrakos, 
Thanos & Warren, 2008), (Somers & Nelson, 2004), (Atkinson, 1999), (Coronado & Antony, 
2002) provided more insight.  A simple short list of success factors was found in a report in 
which an analysis of project success criteria and success factors is done (Dimitrios, 2009).  
 
Project success factors (Dimitrios, 2009) 
1. The project manager 
2. The project team 
3. The project itself 
4. The organization 
5. The external environment 
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3.1.3 What business drivers and their performance indicators are relevant to an Identity and 
Access management implementation? 
Literature (Casassa Mont, Bramhall, Gittler, Pato, & Rees, 2002),(Sheedy, 2005),(Gresty, 
Dimitrakos, Thanos & Warren, 2008),(Kanji & Wallace, 2000),(Coronado & Antony, 
2002),(Kueng, 2000) was relevant to this topic. 
 
Is it possible to derive a set of performance indicators from the frameworks found in 
question 1? 
The Forrester Identity & Access Management maturity model (Cser, 2011) provides a 
framework of success factors that when not addressed properly can result in unsussessful 
implementation of IAM.  . These factors are divided into 2 categories 1) Governance & Strategy 
and 2) demonstrated value: 
1) The governance & strategy category covers success factors such as if there is executive 
sponsorship, a well-defined IAM strategy that is up-to-date, effective marketing of the IAM 
strategy and the processand program itself and if an appropriate IAM training plans exist.  
2) The demonstrated value category covers success factors such as tracking call center metrics, 
IAM project costing, IAM-related employee and business partner satisfaction, and formal 
definitions of IAM value.  
 
The risks which are identified when failing to implement these success factors are: 
 1) Losing the attention of executive stakeholders and thus sponsorship and ownership; 2) lack 
of focus on IAM resulting into rework, and endless projects; and 3) inability to secure funding 
for subsequent IAM project phases resulting rework and low effectiveness and quality of 
services provided. 
 
Which generic frameworks exist for setting up performance indicators for IAM processes? 
No literature was found providing detailed performance indicators of IAM.   
 
3.1.4 What activities and performance measures are used in comparable implementations? 
What can be seen as comparable implementations? 
(Atkinson, 1999),(Kueng, 2000),(Somers & Nelson, 2004),(Cardin, 2008) were relevant to this 
topic. All provided insight in performance measurements and success factors ranging from 
project methodology to process improvement. All technology-focused implementations can 
be seen as comparable implementations. An example of such is a service bus implementation 
which allows for easy data and file exchange between applications. 
 
What activities are executed in these implementations? 
In table 2 a list of key players and activities is shown which was found in (Somers & Nelson, 
2004). These can be related to the domains of Identity management and Access management. 
Package or technology selection, architecture definition and business process redesign (BPR) 
are also relevant in an Identity and Access management implementation.  
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Table 2 –Taxonomy of key players and activities based on  (Somers & Nelson, 2004) 
 
How are these implementations comparable to an Identity and Access management 
implementation? Where explicitly not? 
When comparing the taxonomy of activities provided in (Somers & Nelson, 2004) and the 
factors contributing to project success in (Cardin, 2008) with the model for IAM Maturity (Cser, 
2011) the factors contributing to project success are comparable with the Governance & 
Strategy and Demonstrated value areas  of the IAM Maturity model (Cser, 2011). The key 
activities provided in (Somers & Nelson, 2004) are comparable to the Identity-  and Access 
Management areas in the model for IAM Maturity (Cser, 2011). 
 
3.2 Conclusion 
The literature study did not provide a comprehensive list or model of ‘success factors for 
implementing an Identity & Access management solution’. Success factors for large IT projects 
which impact largely the organization were found. The literature provided models to measure 
the maturity in the domain of technology and project organization in large companies. 
 
The literature provided models and success factors on IAM Maturity, cloud readiness and 
project maturity.  These 3 elements IAM Maturity, cloud readiness and project maturity are all 
important for a state of the art IAM implementation and provide handholds for determining 
success factors. Further research is required on the aspects of these models and how success 
factors can be derived for implementing an Identity & Access management solution.   
 
By combining the Identity & Access management maturity model, cloud readiness and project 
management maturity a cloud IAM reference model has been setup that allows for 
determining a company’s existing and desired maturity on the axes of IAM technology, project 
organization and cloud readiness. The difference between current and desired maturity and 
readiness provides the elements where an implementation should focus on and therefore can 
be seen as success factors for implementing an Identity and Access management solution.  
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3.3 Introduction of the CLOUD IAM model 
The success factors for each project or implementation are different and based on multiple 
factors. The desired outcome of the project or implementation, the organization, the maturity 
of this organization and the level of sponsorship the project or implementation receives 
different factors can contribute to the success of an implementation. Literature shows that 
project success evolves from the project being technically correct and interfacing effectively 
with the organization it is executed in. It also shows that it is composed of numerous factors 
internal and external of the project or implementation.  
 
Being technically correct can be determined based on technology used and the capabilities 
offered. Capabilities in the IAM domain can be divided in the area of Identity management and 
access management. Identity Management area encompasses the processes for employees 
who are joining, moving, or leaving  (joiners, movers, leavers) which are important not only 
from a security perspective but also from a compliance perspective. The access area 
encompasses (web) single sign on, entitlement management and federation capabilities 
including cloud based IAM. The latter being interesting as it is a fairly new concept and model 
but is already mentioned as risk for success when not being part of the technology capabilities 
or roadmaps. From this it can be derived that IAM maturity and the readiness for using cloud 
services are key to success.  
Interfacing correctly with the organization the implementation is executed in, can be linked to 
project management maturity. 
Based on the literature the cloud IAM 
Model is created, the success factors 
have been placed into 4 areas: 
Governance, Project management, 
Identity Management and Access 
Management.  
The Governance and Project 
Management area focusses on the 
capabilities / factors needed to 
successfully interface with the 
organization the IAM implementation is 
placed in.  The success factors are 
derived mainly from (McQuaide, B., 
2003) which describes the importance of 
treating Identity and Access Management 
as a strategic asset for any organization and the importance to success of a solid governance. 
This is also derived from (Casassa Mont, M., Bramhall, P., Gittler, M., Pato, J., Rees, O., 2002), 
(Atkinson, R., 1999), (Pinto, J. K., & Slevin, D. P., 1988) and (Dimitrios, 2009). 
 
 
The Identity management and access management success factors are mainly taken from the 
Forrester Identity & Access Management maturity model (Cser, A., 2011); the success factors 
are supported by (Suess, J., Morooney, K. ,2009), which describes a set of factors focussing on 
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(1) developing an identity management system; (2) creating a standard set of attributes for 
each person; and (3) enabling external access through a federation.  
(Casassa Mont, M., Bramhall, P., Gittler, M., Pato, J., Rees, O. ,2002) focus on problems that 
need to be overcome to successfully implement a state of the art IAM solution, these confirm 
the success factors derived from the Forrester model.  
 
The model also includes a maturity scoring that allows an organization to determine which 
success factors require attention during the implementation of a cloud based Identity & Access 
Management solution. 
 
3.3.1 Model Terminology explained 
The model uses some new terminology that requires some detailed explanation to fully 
understand the different success factors mentioned in the model. 
 
TCO:   
Total Cost of Ownership; is a financial estimate whose purpose is to help consumers and 
enterprise managers determine direct and indirect costs of a product or system. 
 
UID:   
User ID; is the code used by a User to identify himself when he logs into a system and starts a 
Login Session. 
 
SSO:   
Single Sign On; is a property of access control of multiple related, but independent software 
systems. With this property a user logs in once and gains access to all systems without being 
prompted to log in again at each of them. Conversely, Single sign-off is the property whereby 
a single action of signing out terminates access to multiple software systems. 
 
SAML:   
Security Assertion Markup Language;  is an XML-based open standard data format for 
exchanging authentication and authorization data between parties, in particular, between an 
identity provider and a service provider. 
 
 
3.3.2 Maturity model 
A maturity model can be viewed as a set of structured levels that describe how well the 
behaviors, practices and processes of an organization can reliably and sustainably produce 
required outcomes. 
A maturity model can be used as a benchmark for comparison and as an aid to understanding 
- for example, for comparative assessment of different organizations where there is 
something in common that can be used as a basis for comparison. In the case of the cloud IAM 
model the basis for comparison would be the organizations' Governance, Project 
Management, Identity Management and Access Management processes. 
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Structure 
The model involves five aspects: 
- Maturity score: a 5-level maturity scale - where the uppermost (5th) level is a notional ideal 
state where processes would be systematically managed by a combination of process 
optimization and continuous process improvement. 
- Key Areas: a Key Area identifies a cluster of related activities that, when performed 
together, achieve a set of goals considered important. 
- Key Factors: The key factors describe the elements of the area that contribute most 
effectively to the implementation and institutionalization of the area. 
Levels 
There are five levels defined for using this model: 
- Initial (chaotic, ad hoc, individual heroics) - the starting point for use of a factor 
- Repeatable - the factor is at least documented sufficiently such that repeating the same 
steps may be attempted. 
- Defined - the factor is defined/confirmed as a standard practice 
- Managed - the factor is quantitatively managed in accordance with agreed-upon metrics. 
- Optimizing -  Factor is under constant review for optimization/improvement. 
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The cloud IAM model 
Area Success factor Maturity score *
Governance Setup central ownership of Identity & Access Management processes
Make strategy for Identity & Access Management integral part of company's IT Strategy
Make using of Identity & Access Management solution catalog embedded within IT arhitecture & principles
Setup Identity & Access Management business & IT board 
Involve key technology partners in program and technology roadmap planning 
Project Management Use an official program and project management methodology (e.g. PRINCE2, PMBOK)
Implement a rigid process for definining and tracking of business benefits and TCO
Use a Formal / standard process for project and functionality costing used to determine project cost
Use a Formal / standard risk management methodology used to manage project & program risks
 Use satisfaction surveys to track user satisfaction for key identity groups (employees, contractors, business partners)
Ensure Availability of standard metrics for customer service
Use portfolio management to link & plan Identity & Access management investment aligned with important company initiatives
Identity Management Centralize directory infrastructure ownership
Use user ID naming convention or a linking attribute (global UID, etc.)
Use Data Management principles for data attributes
Limit authentication repositories
Centralize and synchronize password policy across application landscape
Ensure Access recertification is mandatory, automated and integrated with user provisioning
Implement Authoritative source-based provisioning (HR, contractor database)
Setup automated processes to detect and disable orphan/dormant accounts on the application and network access level
Have a delegated administration interface to manage their access rights to company systems?
Monitor application access, automatically lock, and revoke after a period of inactivity
Have a provisioning, de- provisioning and transfer process for accounts
Access Management Ensure Desktop SSO covers at least 50% of desktop applications
Ensure Desktop SSO integrates with multifactor authentication
Ensure Desktop SSO integrates with at least user account provisioning and web single sign-on
Implement Self-service password reset functionality
Setup Centralized entitlement management for document and knowledge management systems (SharePoint, etc.)
Setup Centralized entitlement management for unstructured data (file shares, etc.)?
Setup entralized entitlement management using a industry standard product for at least 30% of applications
Ensure SaaS applications access is SAML-based
Setup standard mechanism/procedure/toolkit to onboard a new application
Have a repeatable legal and auditing framework for onboarding, working with, and offboarding federation partners
* Maturity score 1-5= 1: Ad Hoc, 2: Repeatable, 3:Defined, 4:Managed, 5:Optimizing 
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4 Results Empirical research 
In this chapter the results of the empirical research are provided based on the interviews held 
and the additional information provided to these. The results therefore represent the factual 
findings and not the conclusion. A full summary of the interviews can be found in Appendix B. 
The interviews are referenced using the surnames of the interviewees between brackets.  
 
4.1 Empirical research questions 
4.1.1 How is Identity & Access management implemented in large organizations that use 
cloud services? What type(s) of implementation (“for SaaS”, “to SaaS”, “as SaaS”, 
“federation broker”) are used? 
Identity & Access management in large organizations are mainly implemented in the “ for 
SaaS” model. The interview with [Vandelle] provided the most details to this where in-house 
the identity lifecycle and entitlement management functionality is implemented to support 
the growing SaaS applications used. The interviews with [Campbell & Wood] did not give a 
direct answer to this. However with Single Sign On being used, understanding that the 
majority of applications by their companies used are SaaS applications and that the identity 
lifecycle databases of these organizations are in house it can be derived that also there the “to 
SaaS” model is used. 
 
4.1.2 What are the drivers, from a business point-of-view, for implementing IAM, both at 
tactical and strategic level? 
The drivers, from a business point-of-view, for implementing Identity & Access Management 
are related to the Single Sign On functionality [Vandelle, Campbell & Wood].  
Single Sign On itself already provides sufficient business reasons to implement Identity & 
Access Management solutions. According to [Vandelle] the benefits are Increased Productivity: 
a productive workforce is the result of efficient operations and effective use of resources. 
None of these are achieved when users are forced to continually enter and reenter logon IDs 
and passwords. Enhanced Security users who are forced to memorize multiple passwords 
often dismiss and avoid approved security practices to the extent possible. Reduced support 
costs once the implementation of an Single Sign On solution is complete, the volume of 
helpdesk calls related to logon- and password issues drops dramatically. Estimates for 
password-related helpdesk calls run as high as 85% of overall volume. 
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4.1.3 What factors related to IAM maturity and cloud readiness contribute to a successful 
IAM implementation? 
The factors around Identity & Access Management Maturity and cloud readiness in below 
table are recognized by [Vandelle, Campbell, Wood and Basten] to contribute to a successful 
IAM implementation. 
The factor ‘Ensure Desktop SSO covers at least 50% of desktop applications’ was commented 
by [Vandelle & Basten] as they recognized this factor only relevant to an organization’s main 
business applications or a business unit’s main business applications and advised to improve 




The following factors were not recognized by all interviewees as contributing to a successful 
Identity & Access Management implementation. 
The factor ‘Ensure SaaS applications access is SAML based’ was not recognized by the 
interviewees. This is an interesting finding as SAML is an industry standard that simplifies the 
connection and integration between applications for access control. Leveraging this industry 




Identity Management Centralize directory infrastructure ownership
Use user ID naming convention or a linking attribute (global UID, etc.)
Use Data Management principles for data attributes
Limit authentication repositories
Centralize and synchronize password policy across application landscape
Implement Authoritative source-based provisioning (HR, contractor database)
Have a delegated administration interface to manage their access rights to company systems?
Have a provisioning, de- provisioning and transfer process for accounts
Access Management Ensure Desktop SSO covers at least 50% of desktop applications
Ensure Desktop SSO integrates with at least user account provisioning and web single sign-on
Implement Self-service password reset functionality
Setup entralized entitlement management using a industry standard product for at least 30% of applications
Setup standard mechanism/procedure/toolkit to onboard a new application
Have a repeatable legal and auditing framework for onboarding, working with, and offboarding federation partners
Identity Management Ensure Access recertification is mandatory, automated and integrated with user provisioning
Setup automated processes to detect and disable orphan/dormant accounts on the application and network access level
Monitor application access, automatically lock, and revoke after a period of inactivity
Access Management Ensure Desktop SSO integrates with multifactor authentication
Setup Centralized entitlement management for document and knowledge management systems (SharePoint, etc.)
Setup Centralized entitlement management for unstructured data (file shares, etc.)?
Ensure SaaS applications access is SAML-based
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4.1.4 What factors related to project management maturity contribute to a successful IAM 
implementation? 
The factors around Portfolio, Program and Project management maturity in below table are 
recognized by [Vandelle, Campbell, Wood and Basten] to contribute to a successful IAM 
implementation. 
The factor ‘ portfolio ‘ was not recognized by [Vandelle], linking the Identity & Access 
Management plan to important company initiatives was not seen as to be done via portfolio 
management but via program management.  
 
 
The following factors were not recognized by all interviewees as contributing to a successful 
Identity & Access Management implementation. 
 
 
4.1.5 What factors related to governance contribute to a successful IAM implementation? 
The factors around Governance in below table are recognized by [Vandelle, Campbell, Wood 




No factors wereidentified that will not contribute to a successful Identity & Access 
management implementation.  
4.1.6 Are there other factors besides those related to IAM maturity, project management 
maturity and cloud readiness, which contribute to a successful IAM implementation? 
Other factors that have been identified by [Vandelle & Campbell] that contribute to a 
successful cloud based Identity & Access Management solution are in the areas of privacy and 
security. Privacy & Security are increasingly important in the online world. “Adoption of 
privacy- and security enabling technologies to support the secure processing of personal & 
sensitive data in the cloud will depend upon the existence of uniform ways of handling 
personal & sensitive data at the international level and on technical standards which can help 
demonstrate compliance with legal and regulatory frameworks” (ITU-T, 2012).  
 
  
Project Management Use an official program and project management methodology (e.g. PRINCE2, PMBOK)
Use a Formal / standard process for project and functionality costing used to determine project cost
Use a Formal / standard risk management methodology used to manage project & program risks
Ensure Availability of standard metrics for customer service
Use portfolio management to link & plan Identity & Access management investment aligned with important company initiatives
Portfolio, Program and Project Implement a rigid process for definining and tracking of business benefits and TCO
 Use satisfaction surveys to track user satisfaction for key identity groups (employees, contractors, business partners)
Governance Setup central ownership of Identity & Access Management processes
Make strategy for Identity & Access Management integral part of company's IT Strategy
Make using of Identity & Access Management solution catalog embedded within IT arhitecture & principles
Setup Identity & Access Management business & IT board 
Involve key technology partners in program and technology roadmap planning
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The empirical research conducted focused to find evidence that the created cloud IAM model 
is complete and correct. 
 
Is the cloud IAM model complete? 
Based on the empirical research conducted it can be concluded that the cloud IAM model is 
not complete. The areas of privacy, security should be added to further complete the model. 
Adoption of privacy- and security enabling technologies to support the secure processing of 
personal and sensitive data is seen as a key factor to usage and with that success of cloud 
Identity and access management solutions. 
 
It can be concluded that the model is sufficiently complete for the Identity Management, 
Access Management and Project management domain to determine the key success factors 
based on current companies situation. 
 
Is the cloud IAM Model Correct? 
Based on the empirical research conducted it can be concluded that the cloud IAM model is 
correct. The main categorizations are recognized and found to be correct.  Modifications to the 
model have improved the cloud IAM model and have reduced the number of factors that are 
relevant to the success of a cloud based Identity & Access Management implementation. 
 
Conclusion 
Based on the literature the Cloud IAM model is developed and tested via the empirical 
research. The Cloud IAM model is found to be correct and can be used by organizations to 
determine which success factors are relevant during the implementation of a cloud based 
Identity & Access Management solution in their organization 
The model is not complete; further research is required to extend the model into the security 
and privacy domains. 
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Area Success factor Maturity score *
Governance Setup central ownership of Identity & Access Management processes
Make strategy for Identity & Access Management integral part of company's IT Strategy
Make using of Identity & Access Management solution catalog embedded within IT arhitecture & principles
Setup Identity & Access Management business & IT board 
Involve key technology partners in program and technology roadmap planning 
Project Management Use an official program and project management methodology (e.g. PRINCE2, PMBOK)
Use a Formal / standard process for project and functionality costing used to determine project cost
Use a Formal / standard risk management methodology used to manage project & program risks
Ensure Availability of standard metrics for customer service
Use portfolio management to link & plan Identity & Access management investment aligned with important company initiatives
Identity Management Centralize directory infrastructure ownership
Use user ID naming convention or a linking attribute (global UID, etc.)
Use Data Management principles for data attributes
Limit authentication repositories
Centralize and synchronize password policy across application landscape
Implement Authoritative source-based provisioning (HR, contractor database)
Have a delegated administration interface to manage their access rights to company systems?
Have a provisioning, de- provisioning and transfer process for accounts
Access Management Ensure Desktop SSO covers at least 50% of business critical desktop applications
Ensure Desktop SSO integrates with at least user account provisioning and web single sign-on
Implement Self-service password reset functionality
Setup entralized entitlement management using a industry standard product for at least 30% of applications
Setup standard mechanism/procedure/toolkit to onboard a new application
Have a repeatable legal and auditing framework for onboarding, working with, and offboarding federation partners
* Maturity score 1-5= 1: Ad Hoc, 2: Repeatable, 3:Defined, 4:Managed, 5:Optimizing 
4.3 Improved cloud IAM model 
Based on the feedback from the interviews the model has been adjusted; only the factors that were clearly recognized during the 
interview validations have been kept in. The revised model below can be seen as the final reference model which can be applied 
and holds the key success factors for implementing a cloud based Identity & Access management solution. 
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5 Conclusions 
5.1 How is IAM defined and implemented in large organizations that use cloud services?   
The most used and referenced definition is the model Gartner presented in the paper ‘Identity 
and Access Management Defined’ (Witty, Allan, Enck & Wagner, 2003).  
It describes Identity and Access management as a set of capabilities in the domains of 
administration of identities and rights and real time enforcement of these rights.  
Enterprises need to ensure that users are properly identified and that these identities are 
validated to IT resources — this is authentication. They need to know that users can only 
access what their job function allows them to access within the enterprise — this is 
authorization. They need to have a consolidated, enterprise wide view and way to manage 
user access — this is administration. Finally, they need to ensure that the activities associated 
with user access (administration and real-time enforcement) are logged for day-to-day 
monitoring, regulatory and investigative purposes — this is audit.  
 
Identity & Access management in the cloud domain can be divided into 3 types of 
implementations. 
IAM for SaaS that allows users to access and manage cloud-based business applications. 
IAM as SaaS that moves provisioning into the cloud. 
IAM to SaaS that integrates on-premises IAM solutions with SaaS business applications 
 
Based on the empirical research it can be concluded that IAM for and to SaaS types are 
predominantly implemented in large organizations mostly to provide seamless access and 
control of SaaS and cloud based solutions.  
 
 
Figure 4 – Gartner model IAM 
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Identity Management Centralize directory infrastructure ownership
Use user ID naming convention or a linking attribute (global UID, etc.)
Use Data Management principles for data attributes
Limit authentication repositories
Centralize and synchronize password policy across application landscape
Ensure Access recertification is mandatory, automated and integrated with user provisioning
Implement Authoritative source-based provisioning (HR, contractor database)
Setup automated processes to detect and disable orphan/dormant accounts on the application and network access level
Have a delegated administration interface to manage their access rights to company systems?
Monitor application access, automatically lock, and revoke after a period of inactivity
Have a provisioning, de- provisioning and transfer process for accounts
Access Management Ensure Desktop SSO covers at least 50% of desktop applications
Ensure Desktop SSO integrates with multifactor authentication
Ensure Desktop SSO integrates with at least user account provisioning and web single sign-on
Implement Self-service password reset functionality
Setup Centralized entitlement management for document and knowledge management systems (SharePoint, etc.)
Setup Centralized entitlement management for unstructured data (file shares, etc.)?
Setup entralized entitlement management using a industry standard product for at least 30% of applications
Ensure SaaS applications access is SAML-based
Setup standard mechanism/procedure/toolkit to onboard a new application
Have a repeatable legal and auditing framework for onboarding, working with, and offboarding federation partners
5.2 What are the drivers, from a business point-of-view, for implementing IAM, both at 
tactical and strategic level? 
Strategic and tactical drivers for implementing IAM are:  
Increased Productivity: A productive workforce is the result of efficient operations and 
effective use of resources. None of these are achieved when users are forced to continually 
enter and reenter logon IDs and passwords. 
Enhanced Security: Users who are forced to memorize multiple passwords often dismiss and 
avoid approved security practices to the extent possible. 
Reduced support costs: Once the implementation of a Single Sign On solution is complete, the 
volume of helpdesk calls stemming from logon and password issues drops dramatically. 
Estimates for password-related helpdesk calls run as high as 85% of overall volume. 
The empirical research showed that the drivers, from a business point-of-view, for 
implementing Identity & Access Management are mostly related to the Single Sign On 
functionality. This is a tactical driver rather than a strategic driver. It can be directly linked to 
the increased productivity driver.   
Therefore it can be concluded that in the empery the drivers to implement cloud based IAM 
solutions are more tactically focused rather than strategically focused.   
5.3 What factors related to IAM & cloud maturity contribute to a successful IAM 
implementation? 
The initial model created based on the literature research as introduced in paragraph 3.3 and 
3.4 contained the success factors shown in table 3. The Identity management and the Access 
management success factors were mainly taken from the Forrester Identity & Access 
Management maturity model (Cser, A., 2011); the success factors are supported by (Suess, J., 
Morooney, K., 2009), which describes a set of factors focussing on (1) developing an identity 
management system; (2) creating a standard set of attributes for each person; and (3) enabling 
external access through a federation. (Casassa Mont, M., Bramhall, P., Gittler, M., Pato, J., 
Rees, O., 2002) focusses on problems that need to be overcome in order to successfully 
implement a state of the art IAM solution, these confirm the success factors derived from the 
Forrester model.  
 
table 3: Initial IAM Success factors contributing to a successful IAM implementation 
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Identity Management Centralize directory infrastructure ownership
Use user ID naming convention or a linking attribute (global UID, etc.)
Use Data Management principles for data attributes
Limit authentication repositories
Centralize and synchronize password policy across application landscape
Implement Authoritative source-based provisioning (HR, contractor database)
Have a delegated administration interface to manage their access rights to company systems?
Have a provisioning, de- provisioning and transfer process for accounts
Access Management Ensure Desktop SSO covers at least 50% of business critical desktop applications
Ensure Desktop SSO integrates with at least user account provisioning and web single sign-on
Implement Self-service password reset functionality
Setup entralized entitlement management using a industry standard product for at least 30% of applications
Setup standard mechanism/procedure/toolkit to onboard a new application
Have a repeatable legal and auditing framework for onboarding, working with, and offboarding federation partners
 
The empirical research improved the model by removing 7 factors and updated 1 factor as 
mentioned in paragraph 4.1.3, leading to the set of IAM success factors that contribute to a 







Table 4: Final IAM Success factors contributing to a successful IAM implementation 
5.4 What factors related to project management maturity & governance contribute to a 
successful IAM implementation? 
The initial model created based on the literature research as introduced in paragraph 3.3 and 
3.4 contained the success factors shown in table 5. The success factors are derived mainly from 
(McQuaide, B., 2003), which describes the importance of treating Identity and Access 
Management as a strategic asset for any organization and the importance to success of a solid 
governance. This is also derived from (Casassa Mont, M., Bramhall, P., Gittler, M., Pato, J., 
Rees, O., 2002), ( Atkinson, R. (1999), (Pinto, J. K., & Slevin, D. P., 1988). 
 
 
Table 5: Initial Project & Governance Success factors contributing to a successful IAM implementation 
 
The empirical research improved the model by removing 2 factors and updated 1 factor as 
mentioned in paragraph 4.1.4 leading to the set of IAM success factors that contribute to a 
successful IAM implementation in table 6. 
 
Table 6: Final Project & Governance Success factors contributing to a successful IAM implementation 
Governance Setup central ownership of Identity & Access Management processes
Make strategy for Identity & Access Management integral part of company's IT Strategy
Make using of Identity & Access Management solution catalog embedded within IT arhitecture & principles
Setup Identity & Access Management business & IT board 
Involve key technology partners in program and technology roadmap planning 
Project Management Use an official program and project management methodology (e.g. PRINCE2, PMBOK)
Implement a rigid process for definining and tracking of business benefits and TCO
Use a Formal / standard process for project and functionality costing used to determine project cost
Use a Formal / standard risk management methodology used to manage project & program risks
 Use satisfaction surveys to track user satisfaction for key identity groups (employees, contractors, business partners)
Ensure Availability of standard metrics for customer service
Use portfolio management to link & plan Identity & Access management investment aligned with important company initiatives
Governance Setup central ownership of Identity & Access Management processes
Make strategy for Identity & Access Management integral part of company's IT Strategy
Make using of Identity & Access Management solution catalog embedded within IT arhitecture & principles
Setup Identity & Access Management business & IT board 
Involve key technology partners in program and technology roadmap planning 
Project Management Use an official program and project management methodology (e.g. PRINCE2, PMBOK)
Use a Formal / standard process for project and functionality costing used to determine project cost
Use a Formal / standard risk management methodology used to manage project & program risks
Ensure Availability of standard metrics for customer service
Use portfolio management to link & plan Identity & Access management investment aligned with important company initiatives
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5.5 Are there other factors besides those related to IAM maturity, project management 
maturity and cloud readiness that contribute to a successful IAM implementation? 
Other factors that have been identified during the empirical research that contribute to a more 
cloud based successful Identity & Access Management solution evolve in the areas of privacy 
and security. Privacy and Security are increasingly important in the online world. Adoption of 
privacy and security enabling technologies to support the secure processing of personaland 
sensitive data in the cloud will depend upon the existence of uniform ways of handling 
personal and sensitive data at the international level and on technical standards which can 
help demonstrate compliance with legal and regulatory frameworks (Guilloteau & Mauree, 
2012)  
5.6 Recommendations 
In a fast changing world of IT, moving quickly towards the big trends of which cloud computing 
is one, leveraging a company’s Identity & Access management solution effectively and with 
proven business success will stay and become even more important. With the knowledge 
gathered in this research and taking into account the feedback provided a further research is 
advised to optimize the model and include the areas of privacy and security as identified. 
 
In this research the success factors in the domain of Project management have been improved. 
The more technical factors in the Identity & Access management domains have been validated 
but might require further improvement outside the privacy and security domains. For this 
further research would be required. 
 
Additionally further research could be conducted to validate the model in a larger group of 
organizations and organization types. The impact of mobile computing on the success of an 
Identity & Access Management implementation is another area which can be researched to 
improve the model.  With the growing use of mobile devices the ease of use from an end user 
perspective (single sign on, seamless integration work & private) becomes more and important 
but it also creates more challenges for an Identity & Access management solution to be 
perceived as successful.  
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The added value of this research lays in the fact that there was no existing integrated model or 
research available that provided a scientifically underpinned list of success factors for 
implementing a cloud based Identity & Access Management solution. It serves as a good basis 
for any company to use when embarking on project or program to implement Identity 
Management in a to-, for- or as SaaS solution. It also provides insight into the success factors 
from an integral view when implementing a cloud Identity & Access Management solution that 
did not exist earlier. 
 
The following critique can be placed with the research itself 
- Limited number of people interviewed. 
 
As expected the external validity and reliability of this research is low, only a small group of 
people, 4 to be exact, were requested to provide their opinion on the factors in the cloud IAM 
implementation model. One interview did not take place face to face but was filled in off line. 
To improve the validity of the research corporate guidelines, principles and policy documents 
have been requested but not received. Qualitative research is more difficult to repeat and is 
inherently less reliable. Reliability is a necessary ingredient for determining the overall validity 
of a research. Based on this the validity and reliability of the outcomes and conclusions this 
research in a scientific context are low. 
 
However I do not regret choosing this subject for research. The subject and research question 
was not integrally addressed earlier in scientific research and therefore this research adds to 
the scientific domain.  
6.2 Process 
Reflecting on the process the total graduation research has taken almost 2,5 years instead of 
the original planned 1 year. Changes in private life with getting kids and professionally being 
part of my employers high potential talent track leading to numerous high visibility roles in the 
past years resulted into delaying the research and focusing on work and private changes. 
I look back at a successful period in which the Open Universiteit has been very flexible in 
allowing the planning to be changed frequently and meanwhile always providing positive 
feedback. I very much appreciated the contact with my coach dr. ir. Harald Vranken who 
always provided feedback in positive tone of voice and criticized where required.  
 
The literature research and exploration of the documentation was the biggest hurdle to take in 
my view. The magnitude of information to be found on the topics which I needed to include 
around Identity & Access management, Program and Project management, business 
performance management and cloud readiness. The information was diverse and it was a 
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challenge to focus on picking out the relevant information that allowed me to focus towards 
the chosen subject of the success factors relevant in large to midsize organizations when 
implementing a cloud based Identity & Access Management solution. 
When the literature research was finalized setting up the empirical research and the cloud IAM 
model was relatively easy to do. Conducting the interviews and the finalizing the empirical 
research became more challenging; it was hard to find a group of people to interview with 
sufficient content knowledge and fitting the research with my professional work load which 
grew tremendously in 2012.  
 
The research, although taking 2.5 years, has provided me with new  learnings which I use daily 
in professional live.  I have learned to take different views to the same material and assess the 
value towards the topic being worked on. The process of conducting a research project 
provided me with challenges throughout the whole period, I found it especially hard in the 
beginning to take a scientific approach where I was schooled to take the practical approach 
and deliver immediate results. Looking back I think I managed to conduct  both a scientific 
research and  an output that can be used in daily practice.   
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Appendix A Literature sources 
 Atkinson, R. (1999). Project management: cost time and quality two best guesses and a 
phenomenon, itʼs time to accept other success criteria.International Journal of Project 






This paper provides some thoughts about success criteria for IS–IT project management. Cost, time and 
quality (The Iron Triangle), over the last 50 years have become inextricably linked with measuring the 
success of project management. This is perhaps not surprising, since over the same period those criteria 
are usually included in the description of project management. Time and costs are at best, only guesses, 
calculated at a time when least is known about the project. Quality is a phenomenon, it is an emergent 
property of peoples different attitudes and beliefs, which often change over the development life-cycle 
of a project. Why has project management been so reluctant to adopt other criteria in addition to the 
Iron Triangle, such as stakeholder benefits against which projects can be assessed? This paper proposes 
a new framework to consider success criteria, The Square Route. 
 




Firms commonly use three metrics to decide whether a project effort is successful: Did the project meet 
its schedule, stay within budget, and deliver on requirements? During project development, these same 
criteria are used to assign a progress status of red, yellow, or green. Firms use these same 
measurements to establish project success rates simply because they are so obvious and business execs 
easily understand them. IT execs often get measured on these outcomes and are held accountable for 
the results delivered by project managers; when a project is deemed a failure, this accountability can be 
bad news for IT. The problem is that this IT accountability is frequently misplaced. Worse still, the 
conclusion of failure is often incorrect. 
 
 Casassa Mont, M., Bramhall, P., Gittler, M., Pato, J., Rees, O. (2002). Identity Management, a 
Key E-business enabler. Hewlett-Packard (HP). Hewlett-Packard Laboratories UK. Download: 
http://www.hpl.hp.com/techreports/2002/HPL-2002-164.pdf.  
Abstract 
Digital identities, profiles and their management are increasingly required to enable interactions and 
transactions on the Internet among people, enterprises, service providers and government 
institutions.Recent initiatives, including Microsoft .MyServices and Liberty Alliance Project, are eager to 
supply mechanisms to enable identity management and simplify the overall consumer experience. 
Enterprises and government institutions are exploring the usage of metadirectories,PKI and electronic 
identity cards.This paper describes the state of the art of identity management, looks at trends, 
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requirements and hard problems that need to be addressed - including trust, privacy and security - and 
presents some HP research activities in this area. 
 
 Cser, A., (2011). Introducing the Forrester Identity & access management maturity model . 





An identity and access management (IAM) maturity model is necessary for assessing a organizations 
current state against industry best practices, understanding their performance relative to that of their 
peers, and creating a long-term strategy and road map. The Forrester IAM maturity model is based on 
extensive research it used 100 client inquiries and the more than 20 maturity assessments conducted 
during the past two years. It is a nonlinear, versatile model. It provides comprehensive coverage of three 
key IAM domains: 1) governance and value; 2) access management; and 3) identity management. 
 
 Cser, A., Penn, J. (2008). Identity Management Market Forecast: 2007 to 2014. Forrester 




The identity management — or identity and access management (IAM) — market will grow from 
nearly $2.6 billion in 2006 to more than $12.3 billion in 2014 (including revenues from both products 
and implementation services). Provisioning accounts for half of IAM market revenues today, but it will 
account for nearly two-thirds of all IAM revenues by 2014. Even after years of healthy adoption rates, 
the IAM market is actually just beginning its trajectory toward broad adoption and deep penetration. 
Moreover, during the next seven years, we will also see buying behavior migrating from point products 
to identity suites — and, to a lesser extent, from products to managed services. Meanwhile, vendors will 
decompose products into service-oriented architecture (SOA)-enabled functions, repackaged in the form 
of identity-as-a-service (IDaaS). 
 
 Litsikakis, Dimitrios. Analysis of Project Success Criteria and Success Factors: How to 
maximise success in your projects using meaningful criteria and factors [Internet]. Versie 4. 
Knol. 2009 jul. 8. Beschikbaar vanaf: http://knol.google.com/k/dimitrios-litsikakis/analysis-
of-project-success-criteria/3ib8exvrc87n4/4. 
Abstract 
It is critical for a project manager to understand what the stakeholders consider as a successful project. 
In order to avoid any surprises at the end of the project, there is an urgent need to identify the different 
perspectives of what success means before the project goes live. It is also vital to remember that success 
criteria are the standards by which a project will be judged, while success factors are the facts that 
shape the result of projects. Success criteria have changed considerably through time and moved from 
the classic iron triangle’s view of time, cost and quality to a broader framework which include benefits 
for the organisation and user satisfaction. An additional framework to capture success criteria 
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depending on time was also described. As for success factors, they were grouped into five distinct sets 
and the literature views were find to contradict on the issue of how critical a project manager is to the 
final success of the project. A common factor mentioned by many authors is senior management 
support for the project and it is recognized as one of the most important factors of all. In conclusion, 
early definition of success criteria can ensure an undisputed view of how the project will be judged and 
early detection of success factors will guarantee a safe path to deliver success. 
 
 Gaedke, M., Meinecke, J., Nussbaumer, M. (2005). A modeling approach to federated Identity 
and Access Management. In Special interest tracks and posters of the 14th international 
conference on World Wide Web (WWW '05). ACM, New York, NY, USA, pagina’s 1156-1157. 
Download: http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/1062745.1062916.  
Abstract 
As the Web is increasingly used as a platform for heterogeneous applications, we are faced with new 
requirements to authentication, authorization and identity management. Modern architectures have to 
control access not only to single, isolated systems, but to whole business-spanning federations of 
applications and services. This task is complicated by the diversity of today's specifications concerning 
e.g. privacy, system integrity and distribution in the web. As an approach to such problems, in this 
paper, we introduce a solution catalogue of reusable building blocks for Identity and Access 
Management (IAM). The concepts of these blocks have been realized in a configurable system that 
supports IAM solutions for Web-based applications.  
 
 Goth, G. (2005). Identity Management, access specs are rolling along. IEEE. IEEE Internet 




The concept of streamlined single-sign-on network identity and access management has moved forward 
recently, but a certain amount of long-term uncertainty remains about which identity-management 
technology will fit into a given architecture as the applications underlying inter organizational 
communications depend less on Web browsers and become more capable of standalone interchange. 
However, the widespread adoption of federated identity--in which users receive trusted access to more 
than their home network's resources without having to sign on to each new site separately is reaching 
critical mass. 
 Gresty, C., Dimitrakos, T., Thanos, G., Warren, P. (2008). Meeting customer needs. British 




The concept of the Service Oriented Infrastructure (SOI) is not just the result of technological advance; it 
has been stimulated by the needs of organisations. The modern organisation is seeking to efficiently 
utilise its information and communications technology (ICT) infrastructure, while at the same time 
ensuring that components of the infrastructure can be substituted and augmented dynamically. The 3-
layer SOI model is a response to this. The model builds on the service-oriented philosophy, which is 
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already having significant market impact – e.g., through the deployment of Software-as-a-Service. The 
SOI model also owes its provenance in part to the concept of Grid Computing; an approach to 
computing which offers performance benefits and the ability to share complementary resources. Today 
a new concept, that of the virtual hosting environment, is being developed, building both on SOI and 
grid computing. The goal is to create an environment where ICT infrastructure, delivered as services, can 
be shared between partners in a virtual organisation, or made available for third parties. The result will 
be an ICT industry where services are delivered across organisational boundaries, enabling all manner of 
new business applications, which in turn will themselves be delivered to the end-user as services. 
 
 Kanji, G. K. & Wallace, W. (2000). Business excellence through customer satisfaction. Total 
Quality Management, 11(7), 979-998. doi:10.1080/09544120050135515 
Abstract 
Fornell (1992, Journal of Marketing , 56, pp. 6-21) has developed a method of measuring customer 
satisfaction by using structural equation modelling. He introduces structural models that represent a 
conceptual network of processes that are aimed at satisfying the customer. The model output is in the 
form of index measure of customer satisfaction and components of the customer satisfaction process. 
More recently, Kanji (1998, Total Quality Management , 7, pp. 633-643) has developed the Business 
Excellence model using customer satisfaction as a critical success factor for the organization. Here, the 
model measures 14 interrelated latent variables that are based on the modified pyramid model of Kanji 
and Asher (Kanji, 1996). The model is based on well-established theories and approaches on business 
excellence criteria and draws on various currently used quality principles including customer 
satisfaction. In this paper, the authors have used a condensed version of Kanji's generic Business 
Excellence model to measure organization with the help of 10 interrelated latent variables. A typical 
example of the Business Excellence Index (BEI) for a group of companies is given using the present 
method. The authors believe that the BEI methodology given in this paper will help the organization to 
measure and compare different areas of its business both directly and over time. A high score of BEI 
achieved by this method will encourage the organization to apply for the Quality Award. 
 
 Kho, N 2009, 'THE Changing Face OF IDENTITY MANAGEMENT', EContent, 32, 3, pp. 20-25, 
Academic Search Elite, EBSCOhost, viewed 4 January 2011. 
Abstract 
With so much enterprise information now residing online and in overlapping applications both inside 
and outside firewalls, with employees and contractors dispersed in offices around the globe, and with 
software as a service becoming an everyday part of enterprise architecture, the need for flexible and 
secure identity and access management has become of foremost importance for any organization 
 Koelewijn, G 2009, ‘Get in control: IT Governance, people, permission and technical 
challenges’ Repository.TUdelft.nl 
Abstract 
Identity and Access Management (IAM) is about managing “Who has permission to do what on which 
data and why?” at technical and process level. This is a very complex problem for organizations, because 
of heterogeneous technology and complex processes. Together with the continuous change in 
organizations, managing “Who has permission to do what on which data and why?” is a real challenge. 
(For example: change of working processes, change of people, change of jobs, change of information 
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systems or change of the organization when merging with other organizations.) Current insights, based 
on practical experience, reflect that IAM is 20% about technology and 80% about processes and IT 
Governance. In general IT governance literature and frameworks, IAM is only a small topic. IAM specific 
literature is often only about technology, of course with a few exceptions. One may conclude a gap 
exists between IAM technology and IT governance literature/frameworks. In short, this research will try 
to: “Close the gap between IAM technology and general security or IT governance frameworks.” This 
knowledge will enable organizations to establish IAM more efficiently, without having to go through 
every known pitfall. The research is performed in 7 chronological steps: 1. Using the results of the 
literature study on COBIT as guidance in practical applications. (Chapter 2.) 2. Setting the research 
environment and boundary by a general introduction to the term Identity and Access Management as it 
will be used in this research. (Chapter 3.) 3. Developing insight in why organizations want to implement 
an IAM process and how IAM will be used to their benefit. (Chapter 4.) 4. Creating a generic IAM process 
model based on the literature study, former chapters and practical experience. (Chapter 5.) 5. Business 
Case: an assignment to implement an IAM process in a large organization. The process model is used as 
a starting point for this assignment. (Chapter 6 to 12.) 6. Compare theory to practical experiences gained 
in the business case. (Chapter 13.) 7. Ideas for further research (Chapter 14.) 
 
 Kueng, P. (2000). Process performance measurement system: A tool to support process-based 
organizations. Total Quality Management, 11(1), 67-85. doi:10.1080/0954412007035 
Abstract 
In order to gain long-term competitive advantages many companies are focusing on business processes 
wherein functional organizations are replaced by process organizations. In this paper, it is argued that 
improvement of business processes, radically or stepwise, is essential and should be supported by a 
holistic process performance measurement system (PPMS). Based on the literature and practical 
experience - gained through a 2-year project with four enterprises - a framework for conceptualizing 
and developing a PPMS is presented and lessons learned are outlined. 
 
 Linden, M. (2009). Organisational and Cross-Organisational Identity Management. Thesis for 





This thesis studies identity management in organisational and cross-organisational services. An 
organisation's motivations for improving identity management are presented. Attention is paid to how 
the person registries in an organisation should be interconnected to introduce an aggregated view on an 
end user's identity. Connection between identity management and introduction of more reliable 
authentication methods is shown. The author suggests what needs to be taken into account in a usable 
deployment of single sign-on and PKI for authentication. Federated identity management is a new way 
to implement end user identity management in services that cross organisational boundaries. This thesis 
studies how to establish a federation, an association of organisations that wants to exchange 
information about their users and services to enable cross-organisational collaborations and 
transactions. The author presents guidelines for organising a federation and preserving a end user’s 
privacy in it. Finally, common use scenarios for federated identity management are presented 
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 McQuaide, B. (2003). Identity and Access Management, Transforming E-security into a 
Catalyst for Competitive Advantage. Information Systems Audit and Control Association 
(ISACA). Information Systems Journal, Volume 4, 2003. Download: 
http://www.isaca.org/Journal/Past-Issues/2003/Volume-4/Documents/jpdf034-
IdentityandAccessManagement.pdf. Beschikbaar in januari 2011. 
 
Abstract 
Organizations worldwide are working feverishly to gain a business advantage over their competitors. 
Attracting new customers and retaining current customers, as well as cutting costs, are some of the 
most vital ways to gain a competitive edge and survive during challenging times. However, organizations 
need to work equally hard to maintain their market positions. This can be achieved with consistent and 
enforceable security policies in place. This article takes a closer look at how security—specifically 
identity and access management—is becoming a strategic imperative that can have a direct, 
quantifiable effect on an organization’s bottom line 
 
  Mell, P., Grance, T. (2009). Effectively and Securely using the cloud Computing paradigm. 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Information Technology Laboratory. 




Presentation held at cloud computing forum may 2010 by US National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST). It provides a definition of cloud computing, it’s service models, positive aspects and 
the challenges organizations are faced with when enabling cloud based services. 
 
 Norreklit, Hanne, The Balance on the Balanced Scorecard: A Critical Analysis of Some of Its 
Assumptions. Management Accounting Research, Vol 11, No 1, March 2000. Available at 
SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=216952 
Abstract 
In recent years academic scholars have given increasing attention to the importance of strategic 
measurement systems including both non-financial and financial measures. One of the approaches 
adopted is that of the Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a). It is distinct from other strategic 
measurement systems in that it is more than an ad hoc collection of financial and non-financial 
measures (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a; Kaplan & Norton, 1996b). It contains outcome measures and the 
performance drivers of outcomes, linked together in cause-and-effect relationships, and thus aims to be 
a feed-forward control system (deHaas and Kleingeld, 1999). Furthermore, the balanced scorecard is 
intended not only as a strategic measurement system but also as a strategic control system which can 
align departmental and personal goals to overall strategy (Kaplan & Norton, 1996a).  
 
This paper first examines the extent to which there is a cause-and-effect relationship among the four 
areas of measurement suggested (the financial, customer, internal-business-process and learning and 
growth perspectives). The paper then examines whether the balanced scorecard can link strategy to 
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operational metrics which managers can understand and influence. Finally, it discusses and suggests 
some improvements to the balanced scorecard 
 
 Pinto, J. K., & Slevin, D. P. (1988). Project Success: Definitions and Measurement 




A project can be defined as having the characteristics of: 1. a defined beginning and end, 2. a specific 
goal or goals, 3. a series of complex or interrelated activities, and 4. a limited budget. In the past, project 
success was measured by the factors of time, budget, and project performance. However, the 
satisfaction and welfare of the client recently has been included as a measurement factor. Also, recent 
research in the project implementation field has resulted in the construction of a complex model of 
implementation success that incorporates 3 criteria: 1. technical validity, 2. organizational validity, and 
3. organizational effectiveness. A model of project success reveals that success evolves from the project 
being technically correct and interfacing effectively with the client organization. The model also shows 
that success is composed of internal and external factors and that it is necessary to develop an adequate 
program in regard to knowing when to determine project success. 
 
 Ricardo Banuelas Coronado, Jiju Antony, (2002) "Critical success factors for the successful 
implementation of six sigma projects in organisations", The TQM Magazine, Vol. 14 Iss: 2, 
pp.92 – 99 
Abstract 
Six sigma is a popular approach to drive out variability from processes using powerful statistical tools 
and techniques. Although originally introduced by Motorola in 1986 as a quality performance 
measurement, six sigma has evolved into a statistically oriented approach to process and product 
quality improvement. Many organisations have reported significant benefits as a result of six sigma 
project implementation, though not all are yet success stories. This paper reviews the literature related 
to the critical success factors for the effective implementation of six sigma projects in organizations 
 
 Richard Chow, Philippe Golle, Markus Jakobsson, Elaine Shi, Jessica Staddon, Ryusuke       
Masuoka, and Jesus Molina. 2009. Controlling data in the cloud: outsourcing computation 
without outsourcing control. In Proceedings of the 2009 ACM workshop on cloud computing 
security (CCSW '09). ACM, New York, NY, USA, 85-90. DOI=10.1145/1655008.1655020 
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/1655008.1655020 
Abstract 
cloud computing is clearly one of today's most enticing technology areas due, at least in part, to its cost-
efficiency and flexibility. However, despite the surge in activity and interest, there are significant, 
persistent concerns about cloud computing that are impeding momentum and will eventually 
compromise the vision of cloud computing as a new IT procurement model. In this paper, we 
characterize the problems and their impact on adoption. In addition, and equally importantly, we 
describe how the combination of existing research thrusts has the potential to alleviate many of the 
concerns impeding adoption. In particular, we argue that with continued research advances in trusted 
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computing and computation-supporting encryption, life in the cloud can be advantageous from a 
business intelligence standpoint over the isolated alternative that is more common today. 
 
 Sheedy, T., (2008). People management is fundamental to the success of large systems 




For large IT projects, firms usually hire IT services partners to assist with the design, implementation, 
support, and management of the solution. The partners provide simple staff augmentation, technical 
skills, top-level business consulting, and anything in between. Some of these projects fail, and many do 
not come in on time, within budget, or within business expectations — and it is rarely the technology 
that is to blame. IT projects are, in essence, people projects. Therefore, people management skills within 
your company are necessary for the successful design and implementation of the solution. Taking the 
time to set up processes to better manage the screening and selection of the project team within the IT 
partner and its introduction into your company is vital to help ensure a successful project outcome 
 
  Suess, J., Morooney, K. (2009). Identity Management & Trust services, Foundations for cloud 
Computing. Educause. Download: http://net.educause.edu/ir/library/pdf/ERM0951.pdf. 
 
Abstract 
Increasingly, IT organizations will move from providing IT services locally to becoming an integrator of IT 
services--some provided locally and others provided outside the institution. As a result, institutions must 
immediately begin to plan for shared services and must understand the essential role that identity 
management and trust services play in making integration possible. In the last five years, institutions 
have begun to effectively utilize external services for mission-critical needs through an evolving set of 
standards and technologies, namely (1) Virtualization; (2) eXtensible Markup Language (XML); (3) Web 
2.0 technologies; and (4) Network bandwidth cost reduction. These four components make it possible 
for external service providers to offer cost-effective and compelling hosted services. But it is important 
to recognize that these technologies have enabled service providers--not service consumers. The 
challenge for IT organizations is to integrate these disparate services in a coherent and effective 
manner. Issues such as authentication, access control, and the user experience in moving from one 
hosted service to another are all important factors for long-term success. What has been missing is a 
way for institutions to quickly and effectively integrate these external service offerings. To support both 
local and external service-delivery models, institutions need a comprehensive approach to identity 
management and trust services--an approach that allows external service providers to leverage campus 
identity management and trust services. This comprehensive approach should focus on three activities: 
(1) developing an identity management system; (2) creating a standard set of attributes for each person; 
and (3) enabling external access through a federation such as InCommon. Through these three activities, 
institutions can work with local and external service providers to create a common standards-based 
approach to authentication. In this article, the authors provide a more detailed explanation of how 
these three activities fit together 
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  Toni M. Somers, Klara G. Nelson, A taxonomy of players and activities across the ERP project 
life cycle, Information & Management, Volume 41, Issue 3, January 2004, Pages 257-278, ISSN 




An important problem in probabilistic description is to understand who are the key players, which 
activities associated with enterprise system implementations are important, and when their effect is 
most prevalent across the IT development stages. Using an information theory approach, we analyze the 
fit between their importance, as noted in the current literature, and the experiences reported by a 
cross-section of 116 organizations that completed an enterprise system implementation experience. Our 
results suggest that the early literature- and case-based research on enterprise systems does not take 
into account the importance of several key variables. These findings provide guidance to managers on 
how best to utilize their limited resources by employing such factors at the stage in the project's life 
cycle when they will have the greatest impact. 
Keywords: Systems implementation; Enterprise resource planning; Packaged software; Implementation 
of IT innovations; Critical success factors; Change management 
 Witty, R., Allan, A., Enck, J., Wagner, R. (2003). Identity and Access Management Defined. 
Gartner Research. Download: 
http://www85.homepage.villanova.edu/timothy.ay/DIT2160/IdMgt/118281.pdf. 
Abstract 
This report provides a thorough and complete description of Identity & Access management, its most 
important components and area. It also provides a view on the market trends as seen in 2003 
 Vanamali, S. (2004). Identity Management Framework: Delivering Value for Business. ISACA. 
Download: http://www.isaca.org/Journal/Past-Issues/2004/Volume-4/Pages/Identity-
Management-Framework-Delivering-Value-for-Business.aspx   
Abstract 
With the advent of web-enabled technologies, extranets for partners and federated networks for 
business units, organizations are moving away from a closed business model to a more open model. This 
has resulted in complexity dealing with users and managing their access to systems. There is also 
increased risk due to ineffective controls in managing user identities, establishing trust, enabling privacy, 
and complying with legal and regulatory requirements. Identity management (IM) deals with these risks. 
Identity management, in a nutshell, is a convergence of business processes and technology to provide 
security, trust and privacy by identifying users and authorizing access to identity-based systems, 
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Appendix B Interviews 




# Question Provides answer to
 Context
IV1-1 In which sector does your company predominantly operate? general
IV1-2 How many people does your company employ? general
IV1-3 What is the size of the IT Organization? (# of employees, € project budget per annum) general
IV1-4 Which technology setup is implemented for Identity & Access Management (in house, outsourced, cloud)? 3
IV1-5 What where the drivers on strategical and tactical level in your organization to implement IAM? 2
IV1-6 Does your company leverage any (other) cloud services e.g. Microsoft 360? general
IV1-7 Which Identity & Access management capabilities are currently implemented in your company? 1
For each Cloud IAM succesfactor 
IV2-1 Do you recognize this factor being important to success of a Cloud basedIdentity & Access management solution? 5
IV2-2 Did you leverage this factor within your company during the Identity & Access management implementation? 5
Additional 
IV3-1 Are there success factors that are according to you missing from the model? 6
IV3-2 Was the IAM implementation in your company perceived as successful by business and IT? 4
IV3-3 Which learning's where made based on the current Identity & Access management implementation 6
IV3-4 Can you provide me with corporate guidelines, policy documents and outcomes of internal project satisfaction surveys  General
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5247 HJ Rosmalen 
October, 2012 
[Recipient Name] 
Dear [Recipient Name]: 
I am interested in getting your insights and views on the topic of cloud based Identity and Access 
Management and the factors that make an implementation successful. I am currently earning my master 
of science degree via the “Open University of the Netherlands” and for finalizing my master thesis I 
would highly appreciate to interview you on above topic. 
I have thoroughly reviewed relevant literature as part of my research and have created a model of 
success factors for a cloud based Identity and Access Management implementation. The literature 
provided models on IAM Maturity, cloud readiness and project management maturity.  These 3 
elements IAM Maturity, cloud readiness and 
project management maturity are all important 
for a state of the art IAM implementation and 
provide handholds for determining success 
factors. Further research is required on the 
aspects of these models and how success 
factors can be derived for implementing an 
Identity & Access management solution.   
 
As discussed in our telephone conversation 
recently herewith a formal invite for this 
interview. In the appendix you can find the 
results of my literature study and the cloud 
IAM model. The main interview questions are 
also in the attachment. An interesting podcast 
on the topic you can find @ http://searchcloudsecurity.techtarget.com/podcast/Countdown-Top-five-
strategies-for-building-a-successful-cloud-IAM-architecture 
Thank you for your time and interest. I look forward to our interview. 
Sincerely, 
Tim Piepers
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Context   
In which sector does your company predominantly operate? Consumers products, lighting and Heathcare equipments 
How many people does your company employ? 115000 
What is the size of the IT Organization? (# of employees, € 
project budget per annum) 
1500 people, budget 900M€ 
Which technology setup is implemented for Identity & Access 
Management (in house, outsourced, cloud)? 
Microsoft FIM 2010, Active directory, CA site minder 
(outsourced) , AOK sw-token  (cloud) 
What where the drivers on strategical and tactical level in your 
organization to implement IAM? 
improve life cycle management of identities, get proper 
ownership by HR of the full life cycle 
Does your company leverage any (other) cloud services e.g. 
Microsoft 360? 
yes Office 365, (mail, sharepoint), AOK, Salesforce.com, 
connectUS, … 
Which Identity & Access management capabilities are currently 
implemented in your company?  
automatic life identity life cycle management and account 
provisioning. SSO to main business applications 
For each cloud IAM succesfactor    
Do you recognize this factor being important to success of a 
cloud basedIdentity & Access management solution? 
the listed success factors are generic success factors for an 
IAM program, they are not specific for cloud base. In the 
cloud base solution you need to add aspects related to 
privacy, seucirty,  disaster recovery, ..) 
Did you leverage this factor within your company during the 
Identity & Access management implementation? 
See feedback on model 
Additional    
Are there success factors that are according to you missing from 
the model?  
In the cloud base solution you need to add aspects related 
to privacy, security,  disaster recovery,  
missing:  minimum % of application that leverage the IAM 
solution 
use qualitative feed-back, measure time lost for ineffective 
IAM process (cost on non quality) 
HR should take the ownership of the overall process  
Was the IAM implementation in your company perceived as 
successful by business and IT? 
yes 
Which learning's where made based on the current Identity & 
Access management implementation 
need ot focus on deployment to a large number of 
applications 
Can you provide me with corporate guidelines, policy 
documents and outcomes of internal project satisfaction 
surveys   
yes 
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Area Success factor factor used in Philips ?
Governance Setup central ownership of Identity & Access Management processes yes
Make strategy for Identity & Access Management integral part of company's IT Strategy partly
Make using of Identity & Access Management solution catalog embedded within IT arhitecture & principles yes
Setup Identity & Access Management business & IT board no
Involve key technology partners in program and technology roadmap planning yes 
Portfolio, Program and Project managementUse a  official program and project management methodology (e.g. PRINCE2, PMBOK) yes
including value management Implement a rigid process for definining and tracking of business benefits and TCO no
Use a Formal / standard process for project and functionality costing used to determine project cost yes
Use a Formal / standard risk management methodology used to manage project & program risks yes
 Use satisfaction surveys to track user satisfaction for key identity groups (employees, contractors, business partners) partly
Ensure Availability of standard metrics for customer service yes
Use portfolio management to link & plan Identity & Access management investment aligned with important company initiatives ??
Identity Management Centralize directory infrastructure ownership yes
Use user ID naming convention or a linking attribute (global UID, etc.) yes
Use Data Management principles for data attributes yes
Limit authentication repositories yes
Centralize and synchronize password policy across application landscape yes
Ensure Access recertification is mandatory, automated and integrated with user provisioning partly
Implement Authoritative source-based provisioning (HR, contractor database) yes
Setup automated processes to detect and disable orphan/dormant accounts on the application and network access level yes
Have a delegated administration interface to manage their access rights to company systems? yes
Monitor application access, automatically lock, and revoke after a period of inactivity no
Have a provisioning, de- provisioning and transfer process for accounts yes
Access Management Ensure Desktop SSO covers at least 50% of desktop applications partly
Ensure Desktop SSO integrates with multifactor authentication yes
Ensure Desktop SSO integrates with at least user account provisioning and web single sign-on yes
Implement Self-service password reset functionality yes
Setup Centralized entitlement management for document and knowledge management systems (SharePoint, etc.) no
Setup Centralized entitlement management for unstructured data (file shares, etc.)? no
Setup entralized entitlement management using a industry standard product for at least 30% of applications no
Ensure SaaS applications access is SAML-based no
Setup standard mechanism/procedure/toolkit to onboard a new application yes
Have a repeatable legal and auditing framework for onboarding, working with, and offboarding federation partners no
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Context   
In which sector does your company predominantly operate? Professional services 
How many people does your company employ? 108000 
What is the size of the IT Organization? (# of employees, € 
project budget per annum) 
customer experiences ~ 1000 to 2500, 500 to 1500M 
annual budget 
Which technology setup is implemented for Identity & Access 
Management (in house, outsourced, cloud)? 
  
What where the drivers on strategical and tactical level in your 
organization to implement IAM? 
Improve effectiveness & efficientcy when working on 
customer locations 
Does your company leverage any (other) cloud services e.g. 
Microsoft 360? 
Office 365, Dropbox, MS Azzure 
Which Identity & Access management capabilities are currently 
implemented in your company?  
SSO to main business applications 
For each cloud IAM succesfactor    
Do you recognize this factor being important to success of a 
cloud basedIdentity & Access management solution? 
in general yes the factors are recognized. cloud specific 
factors around privacy or technology might be also 
important to capture. 
Did you leverage this factor within your company during the 
Identity & Access management implementation? 
see feedback to model 
Additional    
Are there success factors that are according to you missing from 
the model?  
cloud based factors around implications on technology 
landscape, future architecture and privacy/legal 
Was the IAM implementation in your company perceived as 
successful by business and IT? 
yes, however in general these implementations are not 
recognized for the added value provided. 
Which learning's where made based on the current Identity & 
Access management implementation 
scalability of the solution and business buy in are key when 
implementing  
Can you provide me with corporate guidelines, policy 
documents and outcomes of internal project satisfaction 
surveys   
no 
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Area Success factor Factor relevant
Governance Setup central ownership of Identity & Access Management processes yes
Make strategy for Identity & Access Management integral part of company's IT Strategy Yes
Make using of Identity & Access Management solution catalog embedded within IT arhitecture & principles yes
Setup Identity & Access Management business & IT board Yes
Involve key technology partners in program and technology roadmap planning yes 
Portfolio, Program and Project managementUse a  official program and project management methodology (e.g. PRINCE2, PMBOK) yes
including value management Implement a rigid process for definining and tracking of business benefits and TCO no
Use a Formal / standard process for project and functionality costing used to determine project cost yes
Use a Formal / standard risk management methodology used to manage project & program risks yes
 Use satisfaction surveys to track user satisfaction for key identity groups (employees, contractors, business partners) Yes
Ensure Availability of standard metrics for customer service yes
Use portfolio management to link & plan Identity & Access management investment aligned with important company initiatives Yes
Identity Management Centralize directory infrastructure ownership yes
Use user ID naming convention or a linking attribute (global UID, etc.) yes
Use Data Management principles for data attributes yes
Limit authentication repositories yes
Centralize and synchronize password policy across application landscape yes
Ensure Access recertification is mandatory, automated and integrated with user provisioning ??
Implement Authoritative source-based provisioning (HR, contractor database) yes
Setup automated processes to detect and disable orphan/dormant accounts on the application and network access level ??
Have a delegated administration interface to manage their access rights to company systems? yes
Monitor application access, automatically lock, and revoke after a period of inactivity no
Have a provisioning, de- provisioning and transfer process for accounts yes
Access Management Ensure Desktop SSO covers at least 50% of desktop applications yes
Ensure Desktop SSO integrates with multifactor authentication ??
Ensure Desktop SSO integrates with at least user account provisioning and web single sign-on yes
Implement Self-service password reset functionality yes
Setup Centralized entitlement management for document and knowledge management systems (SharePoint, etc.) yes
Setup Centralized entitlement management for unstructured data (file shares, etc.)? no
Setup entralized entitlement management using a industry standard product for at least 30% of applications yes
Ensure SaaS applications access is SAML-based ??
Setup standard mechanism/procedure/toolkit to onboard a new application yes
Have a repeatable legal and auditing framework for onboarding, working with, and offboarding federation partners Yes
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Context   
In which sector does your company predominantly operate? Professional services 
How many people does your company employ? 108000 
What is the size of the IT Organization? (# of employees, € 
project budget per annum) 
customer experiences ~ 1000 to 2500, 500 to 1500M 
annual budget 
Which technology setup is implemented for Identity & Access 
Management (in house, outsourced, cloud)? 
  
What where the drivers on strategical and tactical level in your 
organization to implement IAM? 
Simplifying connectivity for consultants to connect when 
they are located at client sites. 
Does your company leverage any (other) cloud services e.g. 
Microsoft 360? 
Office 365 
Which Identity & Access management capabilities are currently 
implemented in your company?  
Single Sign On 
For each cloud IAM succesfactor    
Do you recognize this factor being important to success of a 
cloud basedIdentity & Access management solution? 
Most factors are recognized, some could not be answered 
due lack of knowledge or expierence. 
Did you leverage this factor within your company during the 
Identity & Access management implementation? 
See feedback on model 
Additional    
Are there success factors that are according to you missing from 
the model?  
No 
Was the IAM implementation in your company perceived as 
successful by business and IT? 
yes 
Which learning's where made based on the current Identity & 
Access management implementation 
scale is of key importance 
Can you provide me with corporate guidelines, policy 
documents and outcomes of internal project satisfaction 
surveys   
no 
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Area Success factor Factor relevant
Governance Setup central ownership of Identity & Access Management processes yes
Make strategy for Identity & Access Management integral part of company's IT Strategy Yes
Make using of Identity & Access Management solution catalog embedded within IT arhitecture & principles yes
Setup Identity & Access Management business & IT board Yes
Involve key technology partners in program and technology roadmap planning yes 
Portfolio, Program and Project managementUse a  official program and project management methodology (e.g. PRINCE2, PMBOK) yes
including value management Implement a rigid process for definining and tracking of business benefits and TCO no
Use a Formal / standard process for project and functionality costing used to determine project cost yes
Use a Formal / standard risk management methodology used to manage project & program risks yes
 Use satisfaction surveys to track user satisfaction for key identity groups (employees, contractors, business partners) partly
Ensure Availability of standard metrics for customer service yes
Use portfolio management to link & plan Identity & Access management investment aligned with important company initiatives Yes
Identity Management Centralize directory infrastructure ownership yes
Use user ID naming convention or a linking attribute (global UID, etc.) yes
Use Data Management principles for data attributes yes
Limit authentication repositories yes
Centralize and synchronize password policy across application landscape yes
Ensure Access recertification is mandatory, automated and integrated with user provisioning ??
Implement Authoritative source-based provisioning (HR, contractor database) yes
Setup automated processes to detect and disable orphan/dormant accounts on the application and network access level ??
Have a delegated administration interface to manage their access rights to company systems? yes
Monitor application access, automatically lock, and revoke after a period of inactivity no
Have a provisioning, de- provisioning and transfer process for accounts yes
Access Management Ensure Desktop SSO covers at least 50% of desktop applications partly
Ensure Desktop SSO integrates with multifactor authentication ??
Ensure Desktop SSO integrates with at least user account provisioning and web single sign-on yes
Implement Self-service password reset functionality yes
Setup Centralized entitlement management for document and knowledge management systems (SharePoint, etc.) yes
Setup Centralized entitlement management for unstructured data (file shares, etc.)? no
Setup entralized entitlement management using a industry standard product for at least 30% of applications yes
Ensure SaaS applications access is SAML-based ??
Setup standard mechanism/procedure/toolkit to onboard a new application yes
Have a repeatable legal and auditing framework for onboarding, working with, and offboarding federation partners Yes
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Interview report Jeroen Basten, Manager IT Risk, Deloitte UK 
 
Feedback on the model 
Area Success factor Factor relevant
Governance Setup central ownership of Identity & Access Management processes yes
Make strategy for Identity & Access Management integral part of company's IT Strategy Yes
Make using of Identity & Access Management solution catalog embedded within IT arhitecture & principles yes
Setup Identity & Access Management business & IT board Yes
Involve key technology partners in program and technology roadmap planning yes 
Portfolio, Program and Project managementUse a  official program and project management methodology (e.g. PRINCE2, PMBOK) yes
including value management Implement a rigid process for definining and tracking of business benefits and TCO no
Use a Formal / standard process for project and functionality costing used to determine project cost yes
Use a Formal / standard risk management methodology used to manage project & program risks yes
 Use satisfaction surveys to track user satisfaction for key identity groups (employees, contractors, business partners) Yes
Ensure Availability of standard metrics for customer service yes
Use portfolio management to link & plan Identity & Access management investment aligned with important company initiatives No
Identity Management Centralize directory infrastructure ownership yes
Use user ID naming convention or a linking attribute (global UID, etc.) yes
Use Data Management principles for data attributes yes
Limit authentication repositories yes
Centralize and synchronize password policy across application landscape yes
Ensure Access recertification is mandatory, automated and integrated with user provisioning Yes, ease of use
Implement Authoritative source-based provisioning (HR, contractor database) yes
Setup automated processes to detect and disable orphan/dormant accounts on the application and network access level yes
Have a delegated administration interface to manage their access rights to company systems? yes
Monitor application access, automatically lock, and revoke after a period of inactivity yes
Have a provisioning, de- provisioning and transfer process for accounts yes
Access Management Ensure Desktop SSO covers at least 50% of desktop applications yes
Ensure Desktop SSO integrates with multifactor authentication yes
Ensure Desktop SSO integrates with at least user account provisioning and web single sign-on yes
Implement Self-service password reset functionality yes
Setup Centralized entitlement management for document and knowledge management systems (SharePoint, etc.) no
Setup Centralized entitlement management for unstructured data (file shares, etc.)? no
Setup entralized entitlement management using a industry standard product for at least 30% of applications yes
Ensure SaaS applications access is SAML-based no
Setup standard mechanism/procedure/toolkit to onboard a new application yes
Have a repeatable legal and auditing framework for onboarding, working with, and offboarding federation partners Yes
